Trial Font
End User License Agreement

Before accepting this End User License Agreement (“EULA”) please read it carefully. This
Font Software EULA becomes a binding contract between you (“Licensee”) and Road to
Venice Type (“RVT”) when you click on the area
marked “EULA”, and installed the software.

License and usage rights
You will be granted a non-exclusive terminable
License to use the Font Software that accompanies this EULA. You may install the font software on as many workstations as you deem
necessary. You are not allowed to create commercial work with the font software. You may
make student work with the font software and
post the results to social media if you list the
name of the typeface visibly next to it.

Copyright
You agree that the font software is exclusive
intellectual property of RVT. You acknowledge
the software is protected by the German
Copyright Act, whose provisions are considered agreed even if the requirements for a
copyrighted work, especially in respect to the
required creation height (§ 2 para. 2, German
Copyright Act), are not reached. The agreement applies to design laws of other nations
and international treaties as well.

Embedding
You may embed RVT font software into PDF
documents to take a document to a printer or
a service bureau for printing. You acknowledge
to make sure the font software can not be
extracted.

Limitations
This License is limited to the creation of nonembedded files, i. e., for non-commercial test
images created with the Font Software but that
do not incorporate the Font Software and that
permit only the viewing and printing (and not
the editing, altering, enhancing or modifying)
of the text or artwork after it is finalised by
you. You may not rent, lease, sublicense, give,
lend, or further distribute the Font Software, or
any copy thereof, except as expressly provided
herein.

Warranty

RVT warrants to you that the Font Software will
perform substantially in accordance with its
documentation for the thirty (30) day period
following delivery of the font software. To
make a warranty claim, you must, within the
thirty (30) day warranty period, notify RVT.
Under no circumstances shall RVT be liable to
you or any other party, whether in contract or
tort (including negligence) or otherwise, for
any special, consequential, or incidental damModification
ages, including lost profits, lost savings, lost
business opportunities or business interruption
Modifications of the font software require writ- as a result of the use of the font software even
ten permission by RVT.
if RVT has been advised of the possibility of
such damages. Under no circumstances shall
RVT’s liability to you exceed either the refunding of the cost of the font software or replacement of the font software.
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Breach and Termination
Any violation of the terms of this agreement
shall cause this license to be terminated. In the
event of termination, and without limiting any
other remedies which may be available against
you, you must immediately return the font software to RVT and certify that no copies remain
in your possession.
This contract is subject to the law of Germany,
place of jurisdiction is Germany.
Road to Venice Type. January 2022. All Rights
Reserved.
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